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A STUDY ON UNDERSTANDING OF DEFINITE

INTEGRAL AND RIEMANN SUM

Hyeyoung Oh

Abstract. Conceptual and procedural knowledge of integration is
necessary not only in calculus but also in real analysis, complex
analysis, and differential geometry. However, students show not
only focused understanding of procedural knowledge but also lim-
ited understanding on conceptual knowledge of integration. So they
are good at computation but don’t recognize link between several
concepts. In particular, Riemann sum is helpful in solving applied
problem, but students are poor at understanding structure of Rie-
mann sum. In this study, we try to investigate understanding on
conceptual and procedural knowledge of integration and to analyze
errors. Conducting experimental class of Riemann sum, we inves-
tigate the understanding of Riemann sum structure and so present
the implications about improvement of integration teaching.

1. Introduction

Integration with differentiation is an important research subject which
applied widely in mathematics, science, engineerings. Physics and engi-
neering textbooks regularly use integrals to define and compute nature
phenomena like work, force, mass center, tension, and aspects of kinet-
ics [11].
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Integration is important in differential equation, complex function
analysis as well as in defining several nature phenomena and calculat-
ing in physics and engineering. However, students are concentrated in
acquiring with skill to solve definite integral and so they have difficulty
in understanding of concept of definite integral. Integration is one of
two important concepts in calculus. In order to improve students’ un-
derstanding of integration concept, it is important to decide level of
conceptual and procedural knowledge. Important procedural knowledge
is integration technique which used in finding anti-derivative of function.
On students’ procedural, conceptual ability of integration, [17] showed
most students can apply procedure and basic technique of integral. [1]
found many students accomplished common procedure in solving area
below the curve. But a few of them said they didn’t know well why
they did such. [15] and [13] found out students had difficulty in concep-
tual understanding of integration. For successful mathematical learning,
balance of procedural knowledge and conceptual knowledge to empha-
size concept and relation is more important than technique of problem
solving.

To interpret conceptual meaning of integration, we depend on defi-
nition of definite integral which is the limit of Riemann sum, but we
become to use fundamental theorem of calculus in calculating the defi-
nite integral. Fundamental theorem of calculus can make definite inte-
gral solve by using process to change integrand into one anti-derivative.
However, students are familiar with using the fundamental theorem of
calculus without understanding definition of definite integral.

Many practical applied problems include functions which do not have
anti-derivative which expressed with elementary function. These func-
tions cannot apply fundamental theorem of calculus. Other method to
solve definite integral is necessary. To approximate the definite integral,
the method of Riemann sum is necessary [11]. Since students cannot
understand the structure of Riemann sum deeply, they have some diffi-
culties in solving definite integral of applied problem. [22] investigated
students have problems in analysis of definite integral using Riemann
sum.

Thus in this study, we try to investigate understanding on conceptual
and procedural knowledge of integration and to analyze conceptual and
procedural errors. We try to investigate mathematics historical back-
ground of definite integral. In addition, conducting experimental class
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of structure of Riemann sum, we investigate the understanding Riemann
sum structure and so present the implications about improvement of in-
tegration teaching.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Investigation of conceptual and procedural knowledge. Im-
portant principle of understanding is an ability of connecting relation
of conceptual and procedural knowledge [11]. [10] defined conceptual
knowledge as follows; “It is rich knowledge in relation and can be con-
sidered as network of knowledge.” Students’ conceptual knowledge is
discovered by relation establishment between information pieces, and
procedural knowledge is divided into following two parts. “One part
is constructed into formal language, symbolic representative system of
mathematics, and other part is constructed into algorithm, law for end-
ing mathematics work.” According to [10], understanding is occurred
when new information is connected through proper relation with exist-
ing knowledge. Students who can connect conceptual knowledge and
procedural knowledge are able to understand and develop mathematics
knowledge deeply. Students who are poor at any knowledge among two
knowledge, or students who develop two knowledge separately become
to understand concepts of mathematics limitedly.

Since learning of conceptual knowledge require serious mental ac-
tivities, students prefer learning to memorize procedural law and al-
gorithm [15]. According to [18], students are poor at concept which
involved in procedure. Procedural knowledge which conceptual under-
standing isn’t premised is the limited understanding [17].

Flexibility which required in dealing with several kinds of problems
can be got only by conceptual understanding. Moreover, as shown in
the study of [5], conceptual understanding will increase procedural abil-
ity and efficiency. Students who exposed in concept-centered learn-
ing environment get very high point than students who exposed in
procedure-centered learning environment in evaluation to estimate con-
ceptual knowledge as well as procedural knowledge.

[17] investigated which problems one hundred ten students have cal-
culating area surrounded by curve. [8] announced there was discordance
between items of procedural knowledge and understanding of conceptual
knowledge. [14] investigated students’ understanding on basic concept of
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definite integral and fundamental theorem of calculus. In [3], study is
based on the relation between infinite series and definite integral. [20]
investigated whether students understand the definition of definite inte-
gral or not. [6] covered understanding on limit formula of Riemann sum
and definite integral symbol.

However, there is few study of undergraduate students’ understanding
on procedural and conceptual knowledge of integration. Also, there is
few study on definite integral of practical applied problems which do
not have anti-derivative. Thus, this study tries to investigate definite
integral in which the method of Riemann sum is necessary.

2.2. Historic investigation of definite integral. In calculus, one
of important concepts is definite integral of function. Historically, in-
tegration formula starts from grasping area as infinitesimal sum and
discovering the formula. Modern text books introduce calculus as limit
process instead of infinitesimal concept. Thus, in this study we try to
investigate developmental step of definite integral as before and after of
Newton and Leibniz.

2.2.1. Eudoxos, Archimedes, and Cavalieri. The first person to attempt
to compute area and volume of geometric figure is known as Eudoxos.
Eudoxos found method of exhaustion which is a strong and very exquisite
method to caculate area and volume. Archimedes computed areas and
volumes of many figures by using the method of Eudoxos. The method
of exhaustion is acted by increasing the number of segment gradually
in the process of approximation and solving better approximation value
about area below curve [7].

Cavalieri calculated area and volume using method of indivisibles.
Followings are considered in this approach method. Geometric figure
is consisted with infinitely many atoms of area or volume and if these
were added up, then wanted area or volume are found. If there are only
finite number of rectangles, approximate value of area under parabola is
obtained by adding all their area [7]. If there are infinitely many rect-
angles with infinitesimal width and implement such infinite calculation,
the sum will be real area [7]. Thus modern textbook comprehends Rie-
mann sum as sum of close rectangles and define real area by the limit of
Riemann sum.
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2.2.2. Newton and Leibniz. The thing to explain area and distance by
using infinitesimal idea is substituted in terms of explanation of differen-
tiation by Newton and Leibniz, and manipulation on function appeared
by means to explain relation of area and distance instead of geometric
proportional relation [12]. Newton and Leibniz established not only the
fact integration and differentiation are each in relation with inverse op-
eration but also calculus which can make integral formula deduce from
differentiation formula.

According to Leibniz,
∫
ydx is the sum of infinitesimal rectangles

whose each area is ydx. Indefinite integral is chosen into integral by
mixing Netwon and Leibniz’s idea and double meaning is given to in-
tegral symbol by using differentiation. It is at time when calculus was
established and developed explosively, that definite and indefinite inte-
gral were not separated clearly and existed with one fusion form [12].

2.2.3. After 18th century-Fourier, Cauchy, and Riemann. As deal with
partial differential equation after mid 18th century, function hard to
find anti-derivative appeared and so started to appear limitations on
aspect which consider integration as inverse of differentiation [16]. Thus,
mathematicians observed area gradually, especially Fourier became to
explain integration by using area. He thought since there exists the
ordinate f(x) for each x, this ordinate decides domain of plane and this
domain appears definite area.

Canchy established definite integral to correspond perspective Fourier
posed by using continuous function. By establishing definite integral, he
could form fundamental theorem of calculus of modern form, accordingly
his theory appeared to handle indefinite integral strictly through defi-

nite integral [12]. Cauchy defined definite integral of f(x) as
∫ X

x0
f(x)dx

which is continuous on the interval [x0, X] by using the limit in [4] and [9].

Here, Cauchy represents definite integral as
∫ X

x0
f(x)dx and he empha-

sized
∫
f(x) is represented as the limit of sum not as sum of product.

Fundamental theorem of calculus of modern form was basically origi-
nated from Cauchy and these results are proved for continuous functions.
He represented the relation of indefinite and definite integral through

this. Cauchy proved that F (x) =
∫ X

x0
f(x)dx and F ′(x) = f(x) when

f(x) is continuous on [x0, X]. Through fundamental theorem of calcu-
lus, Cauchy connected the concept of definite integral with integration
as inverse process of differentiation in 18th [8].
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Riemann’s explanation on integration dealt with much wider kinds of
functions than continuous functions. When he posed Riemann integrable
function which discontinuous points within the interval are infinitely
many, generalization of Riemann integral was appeared apparently. In
the form of f(xi)(xi+1 − xi), the length of interval [xi, xi+1] all may be
different and choose the value of f from arbitrary number x∗i belonging
in ith interval [xi, xi+1] as i-th height of rectangle instead of left ending
point or right ending point. The formula

∑n
i=1 f(x∗i )(xi+1 − xi) which

defined in interval [a, b] is called Riemann sum, when n is large, the
limit of Riemann sum is defined by definite integral [2].

3. Method and procedure of study

3.1. Object of study. Objects of study are second and third year stu-
dents of university which are 20 students and 30 students, respectively.
They solved problems on procedural, conceptual knowledge of definite
integral and we analyzed error on procedural, conceptual knowledge on
students’ understanding of definite integral. All the students learned
calculus, 2nd-year students were learning real analysis and 3rd-year stu-
dents already learned and were learning complex analysis. Among 2nd
year students, 7 people got A grade in real analysis, 9 people got B grade
in real analysis.

As a result of the first survey, students show they have difficulty in
conceptual question on understanding of integration. Thus by adding
question which related with Riemann sum and deepening questions of
conceptual and procedural knowledge of definite integral, we let students
conduct the 2nd survey. The object of second survey was 20 sophomores
and answers were collected after the first survey.

3.2. Survey question. Questions of first survey are questions related
with typical understanding of definite integral and questions were chosen
from [21] and [13]. Questions are directed to solve in different paper
and students can use extra paper and calculator. In questions, No.1
question is a question for procedural knowledge, No.3 is for conceptual
knowledge, No.2 and No.4 are for conceptual and procedural knowledge.
First survey was conducted in mid first semester for one hour, and survey
papers ware submitted.

3.3. Data analysis.
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3.3.1. The first analysis. We collect survey papers which students com-
plete and use as data. Errors which appeared on understanding concep-
tual and procedural knowledge are used as data analysis. The numbers
of 2nd-year, 3rd-year students who get the correct answer, the form of
error, the number of non-responders, and percentage on No.1-No.4 ques-
tions excluding No.3(1) are presented in Table 1. Because No.2 question
can be solved by conceptual or procedural knowledge, the number of
students who got correct is additionally presented in Table 2 after ana-
lyzing the form of knowledge which students who got correct use. Here,
percentage is percentage of students who got correct for students to solve
questions excluding none.

No.1 question is a question to verify the concept of integration as
relation of anti-derivative and coordinate. Integration of gradient is good
but there are students who get wrong by doing carelessly and a few
students who don’t write coordinate. No.2 question is a question which
can use conceptual or procedural knowledge. In the case of 3rd-year,
the number of students who solve by using conceptual knowledge was
13. 12 students among these got the correct answer, and 1 student
got the wrong answer. The number of students who solve by using
procedural knowledge is 5. Two among them got wrong because they
didn’t recognize the part of curve y = x(x − 4) x from 0 to 4 is below
x-axis, x from 4 to 5 is above x-axis. The number of students who got
correct answer was 3.

NCS C P none T
grade 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2, 3

question person person person person person person person person person
1 13 15 0 0 3 3 4 2 20
2 17 15 0 1 0 2 3 2 20

3.(2) 11 14 2 2 5 3 2 1 20
4.(1) 4 8 1 1 8 13 7 1 20
4.(2) 12 5 0 4 6 9 2 2 20
4.(3) 13 12 2 2 2 3 3 3 20

NCS: number of correct students C: conceptual error
P:procedural error T: total number of students

Table 1. The number of sophomore, junior to get correct
and the form of error

The percentage of sophomores who use conceptual knowledge and
the percentage of sophomores who use procedural knowledge are equal to
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form NS(person) PCS(person) PCS(%) NWS(person)
grade 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3
NC 13 13 13 12 100 92.3 0 1
NP 4 5 4 3 100 60 0 2

NC: number of students to use conceptual knowledge NP: number of students to
use procedural knowledge PCS: Percentage of Correct Students NWS: Number of

wrong students NS: Number of students

Table 2. The form of knowledge to use in No.2

area anti-derivative limit of R-sum D-integral
2nd 9(pic), 9(no pic) 3 3, 1(R-sum) 0
3rd 7(pic), 4(no pic) 2 4 4

Table 3. Four categories (Allow repetition, unit: person)

100%. However, the percentage of juniors who use conceptual knowledge
is 92.3% and the percentage of juniors who use procedural knowledge is
60%. We know from Table 2 that regardless of grade, the percentage of
students who use conceptual knowledge is higher than students who use
procedural knowledge.

We classify students’ respondence in No.3(1) question as follows. If
respondence appears in at least one category, then divide into two more
categories. If respondence doesn’t belong to any of three categories, then
classify as none. As a result, No.3(1) question can be divided into four
categories which are area, anti-derivative, Riemann sum, and Darboux
integral. In the case that students’ respondences don’t belong to only
one category but belong to two categories, we allow repetition of all
the categories. The number of students to belong to each category is
shown in table 3, except wrong and none answers(sophomore 2). Only
9 persons are able to present various expressions.

(1) Integral to represent area: The students of this category describe
definite integral as area. Area is most popular image of definite integral
which used by students. Students who don’t say how the area under
curve is calculated and answer with shaded picture are sophomore 9 per-
sons, junior 7 persons. Students to represent as area which surrounded
by x = a, x = b, x-axis, f(x) without picture are sophomore 9 persons,
junior 4 persons.
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(2) Integral as anti-derivative: Students of this category answered
mainly as F (b) − F (a). They think primitive function which become
f(x) through the derivative. But they don’t explain well that chain
which connects differentiation with integration is fundamental theorem
of calculus.

(3) Integral which represented as the limit of Riemann sum: The limit
process to divide and add up infinitely many infinitesimal pieces is de-
scribed as means to measure area under curve. Figures students draw
present traditional pictures which related with Riemann sum. There
is one sophomore to represent as Riemann sum, there are three sopho-
mores, four juniors to explain as the limit of Riemann sum.

(4) Darvoux integral: There are four juniors to answer by using upper
sum and lower sum. Only when new concept is related with previous
concept represent strong understanding. But since they forgot previous
concept, they used the definition of Darvoux integral.

We found that conceptualization of definite integral is related with
area under curve, value of anti-derivative, and the limit of Riemann sum
through No.3(1) question. Especially through over half students choose
category of area and anti-derivative, we can know students’ conceptual-
ization of definite integral is concentrated on procedural knowledge to
solve area. No.3(2) question is a question to solve the definite integral
when function takes all the values of +, -, i.e. the sign of function is
changed. This is to verify that it can be related with other expression of
definite integral. Only 11 sophomores explained exactly as area above
x-axis − area below x-axis after drawing the graph when the function
takes all the values of +, -. Students with misunderstanding of definite
integral was regarded as having error of conceptual knowledge. And stu-
dents with only picture but without explanation was regarded as having
procedural error.

Only 4 sophomores got correct anwers, 8 sophomores made procedural
errors in No.4(1) question. Solving Riemann sum, student who make
conceptual error using absolute value was one person. We can know
from this result only four students understand definite integral. Only 5
juniors got correct answers, 4 juniors made conceptual errors in No.4(2).
This is compared with that sophomores made no conceptual error and
only procedural error. It seems that since juniors confuse the definition
of Riemann sum with solving area, they find solution by using absolute
value.
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Figure 1. Incorrect answer of No.4(1)

question 1.(3) 1.(4) 2 5 6 7
procedural error 8(40) 2(10) 0(0) 9(45) 1(5) 1(5)
conceptual error 0(0) 0(0) 3(15) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)

none 5(25) 5(25) 5(25) 5(25) 5(25) 5(25)

Table 4. Form of error of 2nd survey (unit: person(%))

3.3.2. The second analysis. In the first survey, over half students were
concentrated with procedural knowledge rather than concept of definite
integral in No.3(1). No.4(1) is a question which related with Riemann
sum and percentages of correct answers of sophomores, juniors are 20%,
40% respectively. These show the lowest percentage of correct answer in
the first survey. Thus by adding question which related with Riemann
sum and deepening questions of conceptual and procedural knowledge
of definite integral, we let students conduct the 2nd survey.
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Students were very poor at answering No.8 question and so after
conducting experimental class, students’ answers were collected. Ques-
tions of 2nd survey are questions which extracted from [19] and [15].
Here, No.1(1),(2), No.3, and No.4 are questions for procedural knowl-
edge of integral, No.5, No.6, No.7, and No.8 for conceptual knowledge,
No.1(3),(4), and No.2 for conceptual and procedural knowledge.

Time of survey is adjusted and conducted in several times for relia-
bility of survey. Non-understandable parts among answers were asked
additively with interview. Interview questions of 2nd survey were pre-
sented in appendix.

1. Understanding of conceptual and procedural knowledge

No.1(1),(2), No.3, and No.4 can be solved by integral formula and
technique. These questions are questions to estimate students proce-
dural technique and the correct percentage of these is 100%. Table 4 is
the classified table of form of error on conceptual and procedural knowl-
edge of No.1(3),(4), No.2, No.5, No.6, and No.7. No.1(3),(4), and No.5
questions are questions which can be solved by two ways of concep-
tual and procedural knowledge. Students to use conceptual knowledge
solved them by using relation of integral and area. Students to use pro-
cedural knowledge solved by using coordinate or integral formula. On
these questions the number of students to use conceptual and procedural
knowledge, the number of students to have correct and incorrect answer
are shown in Table 5. The percentage of this table is the percentage of
students who got correct answers via students to solve excluding non-
respondence. We can know from No.1(3),(4), and No.5 in table 5, the
students to use conceptual knowledge got higher percentage in correct
answers than the students to use procedural knowledge. And students
to use conceptual knowledge have higher achievement in questions to
use procedural knowledge, too. In fact, they appeared to get grade A in
real analysis.

In No.1(3), students to solve by using conceptual knowledge of area-
integral relation were 2 persons and the answers of them were all correct.
Students to use integral formula was 13 persons, 8 persons among them
made mistake and so 5 persons got correct answers. In No.1(4), students
to solve by using conceptual knowledge were 6 persons, whose answers
were all correct. But students who solve by using integral formula are
9 persons, 2 persons among them made mistakes and so the number of
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students who got correct answers was 7 persons. This represents students
to solve by using conceptual knowledge get higher correct answer.

Figure 2. Correct answer of No.1(3) using graph

qn form no. students(person) NCS(person) PCS(%) NWS(person)
1.(3) NSCK 2 2 100 0

NSPK 13 5 38.5 8
1.(4) NSCK 6 6 100 0

NSPK 9 7 77.8 2
5 NSCK 14 5 35.7 9

NSPK 2 0 0 2
NCS: Number of correct students NWS: Number of wrong students PCS:

Percentage of correct students NSCK: Number of students to use conceptual
knowledge NSPK: Number of students to use procedural knowledge

Table 5. The correct percentage of students to use con-
ceptual and procedural knowledge

No.5 is a question which can be solved by integrating many concepts.
That’s because it is related to fundamental theorem of calculus, integral,
and area. So they can solve the integral of function by using algebraic
sum of area. Thus, ability to solve No.5 represents strongly that one has
conceptual knowledge. In No.5, the number of students to solve by using
conceptual knowledge were 14 persons. 5 persons got correct answers,
9 persons got incorrect. In spite of using conceptual knowledge, there
were many students who got wrong answers. That was because they
didn’t know area below x-axis was not dealt with minus. Students to
solve questions using integral formula are 2 persons, who all got wrong
answers. Table 5 represents these. The results of No.1(3),(4), and No.5
say students like typical calculation and try to avoid approach of hard
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concept. This becomes evidence students don’t have enough conceptual
knowledge of integral. No.6 and No.7 are the conceptual questions to
connect derivative with integral using fundamental theorem of calculus,
but students had no difficulty in connecting derivative with integral.

2. Understanding of structure of Riemann sum
Though Riemann sum is often means to calculate area of applied

question, students’ focus of definite integral is confined to understand-
ing of anti-derivative and so students are poor at using the concept of
Riemann sum. No.8 is a question to check understanding of students’
structure of Riemann sum by using function not having anti-derivative
which expressed in terms of elementary function. This function is based
on normal distribution and used regularly in statistics. But since the
function like normal distribution cannot apply to fundamental theorem
of calculus, the method of Riemann sum is required to evaluate definite
integral.

Any students didn’t talk the method of Riemann sum in No.8. Here
meaningful analysis of integral can not be done without adding area
of pieces, but they couldn’t use the concept of Riemann sum usefully.
They thought only integration by parts, Taylor series for anti-derivative
and then said they can not integrate. Thus we gave them experimental
class of dam problem in order to develop understanding of structure of
Riemann sum.

2.A Experimental class
Dam problem: Pressure P is uniformly applied to thin horizontal plate

which is surface area A, and the force F which added to horizontal plate
is F=PA. Since the density of water 6.25lb/ft3, the pressure of every
direction in the depth of water d changes according to the depth d, i.e.
P= 62.5d. The shape of dam is rectangle, height is 50ft, and width is
100ft. When the dam is full of water, approximate the force of the water
which exerted on this dam.

The aim of this class is to approximate the force which based on
the structure of Riemann sum. Students took long time to know what
pressure P and force F are in formula F=PA. They didn’t know the need
of Riemann sum or approximation and so we conduct dividing this class
into three processes.

(1) the process of multiplication: Since students are not familiar with
the concept of physics, they have big difficulty in this process. Especially
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they have difficulty in finding area A which needed for F=PA and so
they cannot find the proper multiplication. Multiplication of two terms
which are length and height is necessary in order to find area. The
idea of dividing of the area of dam into small horizontal pieces is also
necessary. If they decide how the piece is formed, then they can form
f(xi) and ∆xi.

Figure 3. Dam which drawn backwards

Figure 4. Force which applied to dam when the interval
of depth is 2

A few students thought area A as total area of dam 5000 which mul-
tiplied maximum height 50ft by width 100ft. Since pressure is not con-
stant and increases according to height, it is not a simple problem but
they don’t recognize. They understood do not as verifying quantity but
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only as depth of dam to the bottom. They didn’t understand this is
not a necessary area for F=PA and the need to find approximation by
partitioning.

Other student used area which increased as depth changes for area of
each strip. He used 100ft * depth as area of each strip. From 2ft to 4ft
depth, used area in 4ft depth(100ftwidth*4ftdepth=400ft2). From 4ft
to 6ft depth, used area in 6ft depth(100ftwidth*6ftdepth=600ft2).

Since in this case the area increases as the depth of water becomes
deeper, this isn’t the necessary area in F=PA, either.

Pressure is almost equal in each horizontal strip. Since pressure is
almost constant in thin horizontal strip, we can get good approximation
on force which applied to each strip if dam is partitioned into horizontal
strip. Thus it is necessary to make all the strips disjoint and observe the
set of strip in order to cover dam. Most of students knew they need to
find approximation of force corresponding to each strip in order to solve
problem. But because they were familiar with partition vertically, they
had difficulty in thinking horizontal strip. Thus, we let them implement
following activity.

We have them partition dam into pieces of long, thin rectangle and
draw and so find area of this horizontal strip. And then let them draw
strip of long, thin, same size of rectangle below it. They continue this
process to the bottom of dam.

In this process they have to choose surface level of water as base line.
However, like figure 3 there were a few students who think the bottom
as base line backwardly. This is because to use existing base line is more
familiar than to use the surface of water. Answer to find area when
width of depth of water is 2 is presented in figure 4.

(2)The process of sum: Since pressure verifies according to depth, stu-
dents need to find area not by the formula of force but by Riemann sum
or definite integral. And they have to estimate with based on Riemann
sum. They have to form sum not only in each strip(sub interval) but
also in dam(entire interval), which corresponds to Riemann sum. They
partition dam into horizontal strip and find force which exerted to each
strip and thus find force which exerted to dam by using discrete sum of
these.

When they find the pressure which applied to each strip, if they use
the pressure acting on the bottom of each strip the pressure increases
as the depth increases, which corresponds to upper sum of pressure.
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In depth 2ft-4ft, pressure(upper sum) is 62.5*4, the area of strip is
100*2=200, force becomes 62.5*4*100*2. In depth 4ft-6ft, pressure(upper
sum) is 62.5*6, the area of strip is 100*2=200, force becomes 62.5*6*100*2.
Figure 4 is the upper sum of force to find by using upper sum of pressure.

(3)The process of limit and definite integral: To approximate more
accurately and fastly, many horizontal strips need. To partition into
small pieces makes a proper approximation. They can find pressure
accurately by minifying the distance of horizontal strip and making a
thin horizontal strip. Thus they can find approximation of force fastly
and accurately.

2.B Analysis of Riemann sum and definite integral after experimental
class

Dam problem and No.8 question are to approximate the force which
based on the structure of Riemann sum. To develop understanding on
the structure of Riemann sum, we let students solve No.8 after doing
experimental class.

Students tried to approach No.8 question as approximation of Rie-
mann sum after experimental class of dam problem. To find sum of area
of rectangle which surrounded by the curve and x-axis in an interval
for given curve on coordinate plane, they implemented the processes of
product, sum, and limit.

First, they partition the interval into 5, found ∆xi = 1/5, f(xi), and
computed the area of rectangle, f(xi)∆xi. Adding up the area of rect-
angles and doing the process of finding the total area, they calculated by
adding discrete values of function. The function value at 1/5, 2/5, 3/5,
4/5, 1 were found using calculator. They solved upper sum, lower sum,
and limit of error. Then they tried to get more accurate approximation
by using more subinterval.

They thought real value existing between lower sum and upper sum
and how approximation was approached the definite integral. They said
as divide the interval to integrate into smaller, they saw the value of
integral was closer to definite integral.

They were surprised at finding definite integral of function hard to
solve realistically. Several students’ responses are as follows. 4 persons
among them got grade A, 1 person B in real analysis.

-Estimate the problem which is hard to solve by formula as Riemann
sum so I seem to know what Riemann sum means. Having this process
without just computing thoughtlessly is useful.
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Figure 5. Riemann sum when n=5, n=10

-I became to know principle and so felt wonderful and useful.

-I can see the approximation is close to definite integral in the pro-
cess of solving upper sum and lower sum − the smaller the distance of
interval, the more accurate the approximation is.
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-After I divided the interval directly and computed, I compared the
result. As I divided the interval more, the approximation became close
to the definite integral. I felt Riemann was great and point of view to
look at definite integral changed.

In addition, we can analyze their process as follows:
-When they are hard to find the definite integral by area surrounded

by curve, they became to find the definite integral using Riemann sum.
-They were very poor at the process of product in dam problem. But

they could decide the process of proper product in No.8 question since
they had no difficulty in understanding of concept of physics.

-Though they spend much time in computing sum, they have no cog-
nitive difficulty in grasping.

-They tend to feel difficult in using Riemann sum and relating it to
definite integral.

-They didn’t think to increase the number of subinterval would in-
crease sum infinitely.

-They aren’t asked to find the accurate value of the limit but are
asked to approach the limit, calculate upper sum, lower sum, and then
get approximation.

This experimental class was focused to approximation to approach to
the definite integral, not to get the exact value of limit. Through this
process, students became basic understanding to get the definite integral
after approximating Riemann sum, and they experienced complicated
calculation directly in its process. This says Riemann sum using area can
be the cause of conceptualization letting know the meaning of definite
integral.

4. Conclusion

To perceive mathematical concept as not only efficiency of mathemat-
ical knowledge, technique, but also picture, relation is the essential ele-
ment to consist conceptual understanding of mathematical thinking [11].
When students solve the problem of integral, they prefer solving by us-
ing formula which is procedural knowledge to solving by using geomet-
ric method. Though geometric method is more effective, students don’t
know the object which related to problem because of the shortage of
flexibility and so can’t connect properly. Thus they don’t seem to make
sure to make correct image of mathematics problem. When they solve
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integral problems, they tend to concentrate only technique and be unable
to relate concept as graph and relation.

When integrand is explicit, students implemented fundamental theo-
rem of calculus successfully. They solved problems which based on area,
too. However, they had some difficulties in problems which curve passes
x-axis or to understand the relation between the definite integral and
area under curve. Moreover, they had difficulties in interpreting the
problem to compute area and the define integral in wide context. This
represents that they can solve integral problems by using procedural
knowledge but basic understanding of integration is limited.

Many students can present only one expression of context and cannot
present various expressions. They have some difficulties in connecting
other expressions of definite integral. Since perfect understanding of
context require proper connection between procedural knowledge and
conceptual knowledge, it is necessary to develop ability which related
various expression of definition of concept.

Riemann sum is very useful in applied field. Especially when we fail
to find anti-derivative, area under curve, we have to find approximation
of area by approximating the domain into rectangles and using sum of
areas of rectangles. If we increase the number of strips, we can get more
accurate approximation. Since conceptualization of Riemann sum can
provide the meaning of area under curve, it is helpful in understanding
definite integral. However, most of students can’t explain how the inte-
gral acts with using Riemann sum in the case of function which doesn’t
have anti-derivative which represented by elementary function. This says
that students don’t understand the structure of Riemann sum deeply in
the realistic applied problem which cannot be integrated by fundamental
theorem of calculus.

Thus after we develop understanding of the structure of Riemann sum
through experimental class of dam problem, we let them solve No.8.
Only after then they can connect definite integral with Riemann sum.
Students knew when there is a view which look at definite integral into
structure of Riemann sum, definite integral become a powerful tool in
settling applied problem which the concept of integral is included. To
apply integration rightly, it is necessary to connect between ability to
understand approximation of Riemann sum and ability to construct def-
inite integral. So we can resolve imbalance between conceptualization of
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definite integral to claim in calculus and the most useful definite integral
in applied field [11].

An experimental class of structure of Riemann sum became chance to
understand the need to find approximation, observe historic background
of definite integral, and experience difficulty of complicated calculation
directly. It became the chance to realize value which fundamental theo-
rem of calculus has and served as an opportunity to understand concep-
tual meaning of definite integral.

Though this study doesn’t have enough sample and there is a limi-
tation to apply the result generally, we supplemented survey by various
and deep question and individual’s interview. When you teach Riemann
sum and the concept of definite integral, you remember students have
difficulty in finding product of two terms in applied problem and have
to give chance to allow act to use these terms effectively in definite inte-
gral. When such effort is reflected in improving teaching of integration,
we expect this study will contribute to improve students’ conceptual
understanding and achievement of definite integral.

Appendix

The first survey

1. When the curve dy
dx

= 6
(2x−3)2 passes through point(3,5), find the

coordinate of x-intercept of curve.
2. Find the area surrounded by y = x(x− 4), x-axis, x = 0, x = 5.

3. (1) When f(x) ≥ 0, interpret
∫ b

a
f(x)dx geometrically.

(2) When f(x) assures positive and negative value, interpret
∫ b

a
f(x)dx.

4. (1) Find Riemann sum of following function by choosing 4 subin-
terval and sample point as right-end point f(x) = x2 − x(0 ≤
x ≤ 2).

(2) Calculate following integral value by using definition of definite

integral (using right-end point).
∫ 2

0
(x2 − x)dx.

(3) Check the answer of (2) by using fundamental theorem of cal-
culus.

The second survey

1. Evaluate the following.

(1)

∫ 3

2

x+ 3

x− 1
dx (2)

∫ 6

0

1

(x− 4)2/3
dx
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(3)

∫ 2
√
2

√
2

(
√

6−
√

8− x2)dx (4)

∫ 2

0

(1− |x− 1|)dx

2. When function f(x) = x − |x| is given, find the area of parts
surrounded by f(x), x-axis, x = 0, x = 3.

3. When function is as follows f(x) = sinx, on [0, 2π], find the area
of parts surrounded by f(x), x-axis, x = 0, x = 2π.

4. When function is as follows, find
∫ 1

0
f(x)dx.

f(x) =

{
2x, if x ≤ 1/2
2x− 2, if x > 1/2

5. The graph of f is given. When

∫ 5

−2
f(x)dx =

39

8
, Find α.

Figure 6. Graph of No.5

6. The graph of derivative of f is given. When area of A, B, C domain
is 20, 8, 5 respectively and f(0) = −5, find f(6).

Figure 7. Graph of No.6
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7. Graph is for y + 2x = 8 and y = x2 − 6x+ 8. Calculate ratio of A
area for B area.

Figure 8. Graph of No.7

8. Integrate

∫ 1

0

e−x
2

dx.
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